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In this work, we propose the use of non-linear, autoregressive neural network models for 
predicting video frame sizes. This model utilizes H.265 encoded video traces as inputs and 
the predicted future frame sizes as outputs. This model is developed to predict ultra-high 
definition video frame encoded with H.265 within IP networks. The video I, P, and B 
frames are predicted separately to improve model prediction accuracy. This approach is 
verified in MATLAB using various H.265 video traces. The results indicate that the 
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Cisco Virtual Networking Index predicts that video traffic in all its forms will 
constitute 80% - 90% (1.28-1.44 zettabytes) of the total global IP traffic by the year 2019.  
A staggering 5 million years of video traffic will be exchanged every month in 2019, 
sending 1 million minutes of video content across global networks every second [1]. This 
trend is projected to continue with a pattern of upward growth. 
The videos sent through the network are not only increasing in number but also in 
size per video.  New standards for ultra-high definition (UHD) video such as 4K and 8K 
UHD were recently proposed to improve the video quality and which are quickly gaining 
acceptance and popularity. UHD video contains more pixels per frame than high definition 
(HD) video resolutions, which increases the amount of data stored in the final video file.  
This increase in the overall size of the video data necessitates an equal increase in the 
amount of bandwidth to send this higher resolution video. 
Optical Fiber deployment is accelerating as service providers are attempting of stay 
ahead of the increasing bandwidth demand.  However, the amount of bandwidth required 
by users will overtake the physical network limitations unless there is a major change in 
the way multimedia traffic is delivered. Ethernet networks use optical fiber to link between 
large cities and datacenters.  Once they get to the local area, however, such as in a 
neighborhood, the network is often comprised of copper cable, which severely limits the 
bandwidth compared to optical fiber.  The copper cable serves as a bottleneck which slows 
down delivery speeds and limits overall network capacity.  To counter this bottleneck, 
Ethernet passive optical networks (EPONs) are deployed between a local area provider to 
the curb outside many homes and often all the way to the house itself.  This system allows 
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the distance to be covered with optical fiber networking speeds and only uses copper cables 
within the house itself. Short distances of copper can handle much faster speeds than a run 
of several miles would be able to support because the signal does not attenuate nearly as 
much over the relatively short run inside a house.  EPONs consist of an optical line terminal 
(OLT) at the service provider end of the network and a number of optical network units 
(ONUs) on the user end of the fiber.  The ONUs communicate with the OLT via a laser 
which is confined by the fiber and reflected internally down the length from one end to the 
other.  The fiber has a splitter or series of splitters to effectively duplicate the signal to 
different ONUs from the OLT and also serves to direct all the communication channels 
from the ONUs to the OLT.  Because the nature of optical communications, only one ONU 
may transmit at any instance of time so the channels do not destructively interfere.  This is 
regulated by the OLT which serves as a centralized medium access controller and 
synchronizes timing for the ONUs.  One of the simplest bandwidth allocation techniques 
used for these networks is a fixed grant sizing technique which allocates a standard amount 
of time to each ONU regardless of utilization and bandwidth requirements. [2]. 
To provide a way to more efficiently utilize the bandwidth available on Ethernet 
networks while still allowing HD and UHD traffic to be sent, new compression algorithms 
such as High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265) were proposed to significantly reduce the 
overall video traffic size. However, these compression algorithms generate a large variance 
in the video frame sizes which reduces the efficiency of the transmission bandwidth 
utilization. In the case of using fixed grant sizing to send a video through an EPON in the 
H.265 format, this variation will cause inefficiencies by using varying amounts of the 
allocated grant based on the specific part of the video being sent. Predicting the future 
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video frame sizes within the network can significantly improve its bandwidth allocation 
and utilization. 
Many previous studies have been conducted with Advanced Video Coding (H.264), 
outlining many of the capabilities and weaknesses of this particular encoding format.  More 
recently, studies have been performed specifically comparing the H.264 and H.265 
specifications.  Several of these studies have determined that there was a 40 - 52% 
reduction in the size of the compressed H.265 file as compared to the H.264 file [3][4]. 
Another study benchmarked the H.264, H.265, and VP9 encoding specifications and 
determined that, while the VP9 encoding was more efficient than the H.264, the H.265 was 
over 40% more efficient than the H.264 format and over 30% more efficient than the VP9 
format [5]. 
Comparing the compression efficiency of H.265 with H.264 benchmarks shows a 
marked increase in resolution for a video of the same file size.  Similarly, a video of the 
same resolution in H.265 is smaller than the corresponding video resolution encoded with 
H.264.  The immediate benefit is the decrease in bandwidth required to send the same video 
by changing to the newer H.265 format. To increase portability and pave the way to wide 
acceptance in different technologies, the H.265 format is in the process of optimization to 
be used on multiple platforms and multiple architectures and cores [6].  To further 
streamline the process of encoding and decoding, a benchmarking process is developed to 
compare H.264 and H.265 performance to provide a baseline for further comparison [7].  
Due to the similarity of these systems, the debate to maintain the older H.264 format and 
augment it with the H.265 system rather than simply replacing H.264 continues.  The 
efficiency of the H.265 system is much greater and does allow for higher quality videos, 
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but these benefits are attained at the expense of increased support costs if legacy H.264 
systems are to also be maintained [8]. 
Due to the highly flexible nature of the H.265 system and the ability to vary data 
rates to support a wide variety of video types [9], we propose the use of neural networks to 
predict the bandwidth requirements of the H.265.  These predictions will be used to allocate 
Ethernet network resources.  H.265 provides more variation in frame size compared with 
older formats such as H.264, necessitating an effective method of forecasting the 
datastream and bandwidth requirements for the system to more efficiently deliver traffic 
over rapidly congesting networks [10].   
There are multiple methods of forecasting data; however most traditional methods 
are not as effective as a neuro-computational method.  The artificial neural network (ANN) 
algorithm must be provided a training dataset from video data.  Properly trained, such a 
neural computational system provides a highly accurate forecast [11].  One popular type of 
ANN model is the Feed Forward Back Propagation (FFBP) model, where known data is 
used to predict the bandwidth necessary for allocation on the data network.   
H.265 video frames are encoded as one of three types, separated into groups of 
pictures (GOP) within the overall video.  The frames are the intra-coded (I), predicted (P), 
and bi-directionally predicted (B) type frames.  I frames are standalone reference frames 
within the video, while P frames reliant upon past P or I reference frames and B frames 
rely upon both past and future reference frames.  A GOP consists of an I frame and all the 
following P and B frames until the next I frame, which forms the start of the next GOP 
[11].  The video traces used in this research are all encoded in the G24B7 format, where a 
single I frame starts the GOP, followed by 7 B frames, a single P frame, another 7 B frames, 
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a second single P frame, and the final group of 7 B frames.  Figure 1 shows the organization 




Figure 1.  Representation of G24B7 Group of Pictures Format 
 
 
We propose an accurate video traffic prediction model using artificial neural 
network. The proposed technique predicts the I, P, and B frames using separately optimized 
neural networks to increase the prediction accuracy. The rest of the work is organized as 
follows. In Methodology, we discuss the proposed approach in details. In Analysis, we 
discuss the simulation model and the results. We conclude with a summary of our results 
in the final section. 
 
  





Data to be used in training and testing the network configurations are obtained from 
several video trace files derived from 1920 x 1080 high definition videos at 24 frames per 
second encoded in H.265 with varying quantization levels.  These video trace files are all 
obtained from the Arizona State University Video Trace Library and each video uses a 
G24B7 GOP.  Five videos are selected, a documentary, a feature film, and three types of 
animated short film.  The feature film is Harry Potter, the documentary is Blue Planet, and 
the animated features are Big Buck Bunny, Elephants Dream, and Tears of Steel. By 
utilizing trace files from videos of different types, it is possible to obtain a more accurate 
representation of the response of the network for video frames with different level of 
variation throughout.  Blue Planet, for instance, is a nature documentary.  This incorporates 
large, slow, sweeping camera movements and many rather calm, still scenes with very little 
variation within scenes.  Big Buck Bunny, on the other hand, is a video with a large amount 
of change within each scene.  These videos therefore offer a large variation in frame size 
data and are dissimilar enough to each other so as to add variety to the dataset overall [12]. 







Table 1. Data for Videos Used 
 
Video traces are downloaded from the library at quantization levels varying from 10 to 45, 
with an increment of 5, for a total of 8 different quantization levels for each of the 5 videos.  
The quantization level corresponds of the overall compression of the data, with a 
quantization of level 10 being the lowest compression rate, and therefore the closest to the 
original video, and 45 being the highest compression rate for the video.  Once the video 
trace files are obtained, the data must be prepared to be used with the neural network as 
inputs. The constituent I, B, and P frame sizes are parsed into separate data sets separated 
by frame.  These I, B, and P frame data sets are then further split in two with the first half 
designated as the training set and the second half designated the testing set. The basic 
premise is to obtain a variety of data patterns from different video types, but retain 
similarity between the training and testing stages without using duplicate data.  The training 
and testing outputs are compared against the corresponding original target to be used for 
process validation. 
Three neural network models are identified as possible forecasting approach  
candidates: a feed-forward back-propagation model, a recurrent model, and a non-linear 
auto-regressive model. The MATLAB NN (neural network) toolbox is used to train and 
test neural networks with the dataset available. All approaches utilize the video trace file 





1 Big Buck Bunny 14280 09:55
2 Blue Planet 61008 42:21
3 Elephants Dream 15648 10:52
4 Harry Potter 86352 59:58




given data available from the video trace library. All networks used the same structure; 
they are comprised of an input layer, two hidden layers, and an output layer. The first 
hidden layer contained 11 parallel neurons and the second hidden layer contained 6 parallel 
neurons. The input stage is supplied with a delay of 20 B frames available or 10 I or P 




Figure 2. Block Diagram of Feed Forward Back Propagation Neural Network Model 
 
 
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Recurrent Neural Network Model 
 
 
 Based on the results obtained the recurrent network was found to be more accurate 
than the FFBP network, as discussed in the Experimental Performance Analysis Section.  
As the FFBP is a more generalized fitting algorithm and while the recurrent network is a 
system more appropriate for speech recognition and similar signals, a more appropriate 
time series prediction model was implemented in the following experiments.  The ANN 
model used is a nonlinear, auto-regressive (NAR) model.  The NAR model is much more 
tailored to solving time-series problems than either the FFBP or recurrent networks. 
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 The structure of the NAR network is similar to the previous models, with an input 
layer, 2 hidden layers, and an output layer.  The first hidden layer accepts inputs on a delay, 
which was varied for our processes based on the types of frame predicted.  I frames were 
run through the network with a delay value of 10 frames, while the B and P frames were 
predicted with a delay of 20 and 15 frames, respectively. To determine the optimal network 
configuration for predicting video traffic, the number of neurons included in the hidden 
layers was varied across a range of values.  The first hidden layer was varied between 5 
and 20 neurons, with the second hidden layer was varied between 4 and 8 neurons.  This 
provides a series of 80 network configurations to test, including the original network sizes 
of 11 and 6 neurons per respective hidden layers, similar to what was utilized in the FFBP 
and recurrent network models. Figure 4 is an example of the NAR model with an input 




Figure 4. Block Diagram of Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Neural Network Model 
 
 
The training data set is then provided into each network configuration along with 
the dataset target.  The resulting network coefficients from training are then utilized to run 
the network again with the testing datasets and their targets.  A regression value is then 
calculated for each network which gauges the overall performance and accuracy.  Once 
each network configuration is trained and tested for I, B, and P frames at a given 
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quantization level, the process is repeated for the next video quantization level until all 8 
distinct quantization levels have been trained and tested.  After all network configurations 
for each quantization are calculated for all three types of frames, a total of 1920 
combinations, the process starts again for the next sample video trace file. 
Once the process outlined is completed, the resultant regression values, which are 
saved after each instance of the network has been trained and tested, are exported and  





III. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
 
Video data used for training and testing the neural networks are H.265 HEVC 
encoded video traces from the Arizona State University video trace library [12].  Videos 
used were The Blue Planet, Big Buck Bunny, Elephants Dream, Harry Potter, and Tears of 
Steel.  Each is used with quantization parameters of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45.  I, B, 
and P frames are all used.  Each video used, with each quantization level being analyzed 
individually, is separated by type of frame and then divided in half to provide the training 
and testing inputs for the neural network.  Each training or testing file is then fed into the 
network to and the regression is determined to validate the result.  
Testing the FFBP network and recurrent network is completed with the MATLAB 
artificial neural network toolbox.  The video Blue Planet is used at quantization levels 10, 
20, 30, and 40.  The networks are both structured with 11 neurons for the first hidden layers 
and 6 neurons for the second hidden layer.  The set is trained and tested 3 separate times 
per quantization level to generate 12 data points total.  The data points are averaged for 
each quantization level and plotted in Figure 5.  Accuracy is above 93% for the FFBP 





Figure 5. Comparison of Prediction Accuracy between FFBP and Recurrent Network 
Models for Blue Planet at Varied Quantization Levels. 
 
 
The NAR network is implemented using the MATLAB neural network toolbox.  
Each network consists of a basic structure with an input layer, two computational layers, 
and an output layer.  Each computational layer consists of a varying number of neurons.   
Once all network configurations are trained and tested, the regression values for 
each video are plotted by quantization level for each network configuration per video.  
Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 depict the accuracy results of the first video, Big Buck Bunny, at 
quantization levels 10, 20, 30, and 40.  These data are plotted for each network 
configuration, 1 – 80, corresponding to networks 5-20 neurons for the first hidden layer 
and 4-8 neurons for the second hidden layer.  For example, network configuration 1 
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represents a network with 5 and 4 neurons per hidden layers and network configuration 80 




Figure 6. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 




Figure 7. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 






Figure 8. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 




Figure 9. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 
Level 40 for Big Buck Bunny. 
 
 
This trend is interesting, as it appears the configuration of the network does not 
have much of an overall effect on the accuracy of the network.  As is shown in Figures 6 - 
8, while there is fluctuation of several percentage points, the overall trend is a linear, nearly 
uniform, response over our tested configuration range.  To continue, we plotted the 
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remaining network configuration data for the remainder of the videos quantization values.  
We see similar level, linear trends from all remaining videos.  While there are minor 
outliers at some points, they are not significant enough to disprove the trend in the data.  
Examples from Blue Planet at quantization levels of 10 and 40 are shown in Figures 10 
and 11, as well as Harry Potter at quantization levels of 10 and 40 in Figures 12 and 13.  
These both show a similar trend of much smoother response with less variation to the 
overall percentage.  This is most probably due to the length of the video itself.  With a 
longer video, there are more data in the training and testing sets, which allows the network 
to find a more accurate fit during training.  The 3 shorter films, Big Buck Bunny, Elephants 
Dream, and Tears of Steel show several percentage points above and below the mean value 
for the overall response. The omitted vides and quantization levels for this section of 




Figure 10. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 







Figure 11. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 




Figure 12. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 






Figure 13. I, B, and P Frames Plotted for All Network Configurations at Quantization 
Level 40 for Harry Potter. 
 
           
Another trend observed from these graphs is the trend of the prediction accuracy to 
either decrease or increase with increased quantization for different frame types.  To more 
easily observe these trends, the I, B, and P frames are all separately averaged for each 
quantization level.  These average accuracies are then plotted across each quantization level 
for each video.  The overall trends are depicted for Big Buck Bunny (Figure 14), Blue 
Planet (Figure 15), and Harry Potter (Figure 16).  These represent the overall changes in 
accuracy with increasing quantization for each video.  The remaining graphs are included 






Figure 14. Average Accuracy by I, B, and P Frames Across all Quantization Levels for 












Figure 16. Average Accuracy by I, B, and P Frames Across all Quantization Levels for 
Harry Potter 
 
       
We then compared the highest regression results for each quantization level of a 
video for a certain frame type against the average of all regression values for that same 
quantization level.  We have found an apparently high level of correlation between lower 
quantization levels and higher prediction accuracy for B and P frames.  We also found an 
inversely proportional relationship between quantization level and output accuracy, with 
high quantization levels yielding more accurate results overall. 
Certain videos, such as Harry Potter and Big Buck Bunny showed the lowest 
accuracy at a quantization level of 35, but this starts to rise again as the quantization level 
increases.  Tears of Steel peaks at a quantization level of 30 with a sharper fall as the 
quantization level approaches 45.  Elephants Dream is relatively stable with a difference 
of less than .03, but peak at a quantization level of 40.  Finally, The Blue Planet shows the 
most directly linear decrease with increasing quantization. 
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Across quantization levels, I frames consistently increased with increasing 
quantization.  Because I frames are the largest frames in the GOP, increasing the 
overall compression of the video decreases the information contained in each I 
frame.  A smaller frame with less information is easier to predict as there is less 
variation possible compared to the original, less compressed, video.  Contrary to 
this trend, however, is the decreasing prediction accuracy of the B and P frames.  
The P frames are the second largest frames in the video and are directly dependent 
on the I frames.  When the P frame information is decreased by compression, the 
ability to accurately predict the P frames using previous values is more difficult 
because the correlation is reduced.  The compression has a negative effect on the P 
frames and accuracy drops significantly in the animated films, especially Big Buck 
Bunny, which drops to nearly 30% accuracy as compared to 80% in Blue Planet.  
B frames have the least variation, as they rely on both the I frames and the P frames 
in a GOP.  This appears to offer the most resiliency of the three frame types, but 
there is still a loss of accuracy with increasing quantization levels and associated 
compression. 
Finally, we determine the overall accuracy of the network by combining I, B, and 
P frames using a weighted average.  The GOP consists of 24 frames with 1 I frame, 2 P 
frames, and 21 B frames.  The following equation is used to determine the overall averages. 
 




Once the overall average is calculated, the data are plotted across quantization 
values for each video.  Three sets of results are shown: Big Buck Bunny (Figure 18), Blue 
Planet (Figure 19), and Harry Potter (Figure 20).  The remaining graphs are located in 
Appendix III. 
           
 
 










Figure 20. Weighted Average Accuracies for Harry Potter 
 
 
The data shows an interesting set of trends, chiefly the tendency to follow the curve 
of the B frames when compared with the separately plotted frames, Figures 14 – 16.  Since 
the B frames are the majority of frames in the video, the graph tends to follow the behavior 
of the B frames.  The P frames do change the values somewhat overall, especially in Big 
Buck Bunny where the drop in accuracy creates a steeper curve.  Because of the effect of 
the P frames, the prediction accuracy of the video becomes less reliable as quantization 
level increases.  For Big Buck Bunny, the accuracy at quantization level 10 is 
approximately 91% but drops to approximately 88% at quantization level 15 and continues 
on a downward trajectory.  This trend continues for the other videos as well.  While some 
have a more level response, such as Blue Planet, the highest accuracy is still at a 
quantization level of 10 and decreases with increasing quantization.  Therefore we 




By using the weighted average values from each video at quantization level 10, we 
plot the data by video to show the overall weighted accuracy of this method, shown in 
Figure 21.  The accuracy is well over 95% when Big Buck Bunny is ignored, but accuracy 
remains above 90% when all videos are included.   
 
 








Using a neural network to forecast bandwidth requirements for H.265 encoded video traffic 
appears to be a promising method.  Our attempts start by comparing FFBP and recurrent 
network models which provide accuracies greater than 92% an 94%, respectively.  After 
determining the strength of the recurrent system, we realize that a NAR network model 
provides a more accurate response for time series problems.  80 network configurations are 
then tested to determine the optimal size of the network.  The result of this comparison is 
that no network configuration within the range we test has a distinct advantage or 
disadvantage over the others, eliminating the size of the network as a variable for 
prediction.  Unlike the size of the network, however, the length of the video and the type 
of video do have an effect on the accuracy of the forecast.  Longer videos and videos with 
less action and fewer abrupt scene changes or fast camera motion provide the most accurate 
prediction criteria. 
 While analyzing the data, we notice the overall increasing accuracy for I frames 
when quantization levels increase, and a decrease overall in B and P frames when 
quantization levels increase.  This is because the I frames become easier to predict as data 
is removed.  B and P frames both rely on the I frames for their data, so as the I frame is 
compressed, the accuracy with which B and P frames can be predicted decreases as the 
data is compressed.  P frames are the most volatile with the largest error occurring in this 
frame set.  B frames, being the most numerous, set the trend which is followed by the 
overall accuracy of the network when a weighted average is taken across all quantization 
levels for a given video.  Due to the effect of the P frames, the most accurate prediction 
values are obtained with lower quantization levels.  The most accurate is at Q = 10, which 
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is closest to an uncompressed video.  Prediction accuracy is over 90% overall, and over 
95% if Big Buck Bunny, the video with the highest variance in P frame accuracy, is 
ignored. 
Future research on this topic will center around utilizing this NAR prediction 
method to implement dynamic bandwidth allocation based on video predictions.  Other 
research could include using neural networks to classify video data in the frequency domain 
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 This appendix contains graphical representations of all attempts to determine 
optimal neural network configuration for the NAR network.  Along the x-axis, the Network 
Configuration is a series from 1 to 80, representing the different configurations tried 
ranging from the first configuration with 5 neurons in the first hidden layer and 4 neurons 
in the second hidden layer  to the eightieth configuration with 20 neurons in the first hidden 
layer and 8 neurons in the second hidden layer.  Accuracy of the prediction is depicted on 
the y-axis.  The title of each graph denotes the video trace file and quantization level used 


















































This appendix graphically depicts the relationship of the accuracy of the NAR 
network to the quantization level of the video.  Each frame type is averaged for all network 








This appendix graphically depicts the overall accuracy of each network at each 
quantization level.  The accuracy values are calculated by a weighted average of frames 
depicted in Appendix II. 
 
 
